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In models of composite Higgs dynamics, new composite pseudoscalars can interact with the Higgs and
electroweak gauge bosons via anomalous interactions, stemming from the topological sector of the
underlying theory. We show that a future 100 TeV proton-proton collider (FCC-pp) will be able to test this
important sector and thus shed light on the strong dynamics which generates the Higgs and other composite
states. To elucidate our results, we focus on the topological interactions of a minimal composite Higgs
model with a fermionic ultraviolet completion, based on the coset SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ. We suggest the strategy to
test these interactions at the FCC-pp and analyze the expected reach.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.075040
I. INTRODUCTION
Compelling theories which provide a natural explanation
of the electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking involve a new
strong gauge sector, from which the Higgs emerges as a
composite pseudo- Nambu-Goldstone-boson (pNGB) state
[1–3]. Minimal realizations of this kind of extension of the
standard model with an underlying fundamental fermionic
matter are based on the global flavor symmetry breaking
pattern SUð4Þ → Spð4Þ ∼ SOð6Þ → SOð5Þ [4–10]. A sum-
mary of the various possible theories of fundamental
composite dynamics, the link to first principle lattice
results, and an in-depth study of composite (Goldstone)
Higgs dynamics stemming from the SUð4Þ → Spð4Þ ∼
SOð6Þ → SOð5Þ pattern of chiral symmetry breaking can
be found in [10]. The associated gauged topological sector
was first discussed in [5,11] and summarized in [12] also in
the context of near conformal dynamics.
Besides the Higgs, the theory includes another composite
pNGB, a CP-odd state η, and a pseudoscalar particle
associated with the anomalous breaking of a global U(1)
symmetry in the new strong sector. In analogy with the
corresponding state in QCD, this new particle will
be called η0. This class of theories is characterized by a
topological structurewhich generates anomalous interactions
among the composite scalars and the gauge bosons. They are
described by the renowned gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten
(WZW) action [13,14] and depend on fundamental param-
eters of the underlying gauge dynamics. In particular, the
specific structure of the interactions depend on the embed-
ding of the EW sector in the coset and on the number of
degrees of freedom characterizing the new strong sector.
Thus, a study of the phenomenology associated with the
topological interactions allows details of the underlying
dynamics to be uncovered. This is similar to the case of
the anomalous decayπ0 → γγwhich allowed for determining
the number of colors in QCD. Previous studies [15–19]
considered the phenomenology associated to topological
interactions in theories of dynamical EWsymmetry breaking.
In this work, we study the WZW interactions involving
the η and the η0 states in the SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ composite Higgs
model and show that they play a major role in their
production at the planned future circular proton-proton
collider with a beam-colliding energy of 100 TeV, the FCC-
pp [20]. Here the relevant processes are given by the vector-
boson-fusion (VBF) production mechanism in association
with a W=Z boson or an Higgs in the final state. We will
describe a search strategy for detecting the process η=η0
followed by a W at the FCC-pp and present the collider
reach on the fundamental parameters of the new strongly
interacting theory.
The paper is structured as follows. We introduce the
model and the low-energy effective theory in Sec. II. In
Sec. III, we discuss the limit with a large number of
underlying new color degrees of freedom. In Secs. IV and
V, we report the anomalous WZW interactions and the
phenomenology of the pseudoscalars η and η0. In Sec. VI,
we provide details of our analysis for the reach of the
FCC-pp. Finally, we summarize our results in the conclud-
ing Sec. VII.
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II. UNDERLYING MODEL
We consider a composite Higgs model with an under-
lying fundamental fermionic matter theory based on the
coset SUðNfÞ=SpðNfÞ. Here Nf represents the number of
fundamental Weyl fermions, ψa, dubbed technifermions,
which are taken in the pseudo-real representation of a new
strong gauge group GTC. The most economical choice, at
the level of the underlying theory, which allows for a viable
realization of the composite Higgs scenario, corresponds to
Nf ¼ 4 and a symplectic gauge group [4–10]. The new
strong sector is described by the Lagrangian
LTC ¼ −
1
4
GAμνGA;μν þ iψ¯aσ¯μDμψa
−
1
2
ðψamabϵTCψb þ H:c:Þ; ð1Þ
where the gauge invariant mass terms mab provides an
explicit breaking of the global SU(4) flavor symmetry. In
the limit of mab → 0, the theory has an additional anoma-
lous U(1) global symmetry, analogous to the U(1) axial
symmetry of QCD.
SU(4) is dynamically broken to Sp(4) via the fermionic
bilinear condensate
hψaϵTCψbi ¼ f2ΛΣab0 ; ð2Þ
where Λ ≈ 4πf is the typical composite scale of the theory
and f denotes the corresponding pion decay constant.
Notice that Λ in this context represents a simple estimate of
the scale where the composite theory breaks down. This
should not be taken as a rigorous cutoff, as a precise
evaluation requires nonperturbative methods. In our study,
we will implicitly assume that the true cutoff of the theory
is larger than the masses of the composite states. The
unitary matrix Σ0 is in a two-index, antisymmetric repre-
sentation of SU(4), and takes the general form [9]
Σ0 ¼ cosθΣB þ sinθΣH ¼

iσ2 cosθ 1 sinθ
−1 sinθ −iσ2 cosθ

; ð3Þ
where θ parametrizes the alignment between the two
physically inequivalent vacua of the theory, ΣB and ΣH
[10]. To achieve a realistic scenario for EW symmetry
breaking we embed the fundamental technifermions in
vectorial representations of the SM gauge group
SUð3Þc × SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY , in order to avoid gauge anoma-
lies. In particular, we assign the four ψa fields to the
representations ð1; 2Þ0 ⊕ ð1; 1Þ−1=2 ⊕ ð1; 1Þþ1=2. From (3)
we have that the direction θ ¼ 0 (the vacuum ΣB) preserves
the EW symmetry, while for θ ¼ π=2 (the vacuum ΣH) the
EW symmetry is fully broken (technicolor limit). The
physical value of the vacuum alignment angle θ will
depend on the effective potential of the theory below Λ,
which is generated by the sources of explicit SU(4)
breaking. In most of the composite Higgs scenarios, the
global flavor symmetry is broken by EW gauge interactions
and the couplings between the new strong sector and the
SM fermions (in particular the top quark), in addition to the
mass term of the fundamental technifermions, mab.
At energies below the condensation scale Λ, the new
degrees of freedom of the theory consist of composite
particles. The lightest resonances in this case are expected
to be the pNGBs associated with the dynamical breaking of
SUð4Þ → Spð4Þ. In particular, there are five broken gen-
erators of the global flavor symmetry which are associated
with the technipion fields π1;2;3, the Higgs boson h and a
new pseudoscalar η. After EW symmetry breaking, the
three technipions become the longitudinal polarizations of
the weak gauge bosons. We also include in the effective
description the pseudoscalar composite state related to the
anomalous U(1) global symmetry, dubbed η0, in analogy
with the corresponding QCD meson. Thus, the low-energy
theory is described by a nonlinear Σ-model with
Σ ¼ exp

i
f

1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p η0 þ πiYi þ hY4 þ ηY5

Σ0; ð4Þ
where Yi are the broken generators of SU(4),
cf. Appendix A. Notice that in the expression (4) the η0
is included in this way only in the limit of large N [21,22],
N being the number of degrees of freedom of the under-
lying gauge theory (see Sec. III). In this case, the η0 decay
constant is fη0 ¼ fð1þOð1=NÞÞ, and the mass of the η0 is
generated dominantly by nonperturbative instanton effects
[23,24] (see also [25]). In the large N limit, it reads [26,27]
mη0 ≈
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
f
fπ
3
N
mη0 ; ð5Þ
where fπ ¼ 92 MeV is the pion decay constant and mη0 ¼
849 MeV is the mass of the QCD SU(3)-flavor singlet state
η0. It should be kept in mind that (5) is just an estimate of
the instanton contribution to the η0 mass.
The gauged kinetic term of the effective Lagrangian is
Lkin ¼ −
1
2
Tr½ðWiμνÞ†Wiμν−
1
4
BμνBμν þ f2Tr½ðDμΣÞ†DμΣ
ð6Þ
where Vμν (V ¼ Wi; B) denote the field strength of the EW
gauge bosons and
DμΣ ¼ ∂μΣ − iAμΣ − iΣATμ ; ð7Þ
with
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Aμ ¼
g
2
Wiμ

σi 0
0 0

−
g0
2
Bμ

0 0
0 σ3

¼ gﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

W0þμ σ− þW0−μ σþ 0
0 0

þ g
2
ðswA0μ þ cwZ0μÞ
×

σ3 0
0 0

þ g
0
2
ðswZ0μ − cwA0μÞ

0 0
0 σ3

: ð8Þ
In (8), we introduced the new EW gauge fields W0, Z0
and A0 in the basis rotated by the weak mixing angle θw,
with sw ¼ sin θw and cw ¼ cos θw. We also defined
σ ≡ ðσ1 ∓ iσ2Þ, σk (k ¼ 1, 2, 3) being the usual Pauli
matrices.
We expand the effective Lagrangian (6) in the low
momentum of the scalar fields, p≪ Λ, up to Oðp2Þ.
The bilinear terms involving the technipion fields πi in
(4) read
Lkin ¼ −
1
2
WþμνW−μν −
1
4
ZμνZμν −
1
4
AμνAμν
þ 2g2f2sin2θWþμW−μ þ
g2
c2w
f2sin2θZμZμ þ    ; ð9Þ
where we introduced the Stueckelberg fields
Wμ ¼ W0μ 
iﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
g sin θ
∂μπ and
Zμ ¼ Z0μ þ
cwﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
g sin θ
∂μπ3; ð10Þ
with the (massless) photon field Aμ ≡ A0μ and
π ≡ ðπ2 ∓ iπ1Þ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p . We interpret the fields W and Z
as the physical massive weak gauge bosons with the
corresponding masses given in the second line of (9),
provided one identifies the EW scale v with
v ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
f sin θ ¼ 246 GeV: ð11Þ
Notice that the terms shown in (9) are equivalent to what
one would obtain by performing a gauge transformation of
the effective Lagrangian (6) where the technipion fields in
Σ are rotated away (unitary gauge). Therefore, the πi give
the longitudinal polarizations of the EW gauge bosons.
In the unitary gauge, the Oðp2Þ expansion of the
effective Lagrangian (6) gives the additional interactions:
Lkin ⊃
1
2
ð∂μhÞ2 þ 1
2
ð∂μηÞ2 þ 1
2
ð∂μη0Þ2
þ ð2g2W−μWþμ þ ðg2 þ g02ÞZμZμÞ
×

f
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p sin 2θhþ 1
8
cos 2θh2 −
1
8
sin2θη2

: ð12Þ
Thus, the SM Higgs couplings to the gauge bosons are
modified as
ghWW ≡ g
2ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p f sin 2θ ¼ gSMhWW cos θ and
ghZZ ≡ gSMhZZ cos θ: ð13Þ
Deviations from the SM couplings of the Higgs to EW
gauge bosons are constrained by LHC Higgs data. The
strongest bound is set by the combined ATLAS and CMS
analysis and is obtained from the h→ ZZ decay channel
[28], resulting in
sin θ < 0.56@95% CL; ð14Þ
which corresponds to
f > 155 GeV@95% CL: ð15Þ
The other couplings of the pNGBs to the gauge bosons
from (12) read
ghhWWðZZÞ ≡ gSMhhWWðZZÞ cos 2θ and
gηηWWðZZÞ ≡ gSMhhWWðZZÞsin2θ: ð16Þ
Standard model fermion masses can arise in this model
by considering, e.g., 4-fermion interactions that could be
generated, for example, via a more fundamental chiral
gauge theory dynamics [29]. The simplest effective oper-
ator one can construct to give mass to the top is given by
y0tfQ¯αTr½PαΣtR ⊃ −
mtop
v
t¯LtRðvþ cos θh − i sin θη0Þ;
ð17Þ
where α is an SUð2ÞL index, and Pα projects out the doublet
of the pNGBmatrix. We see that the operator also generates
a tree-level coupling of the top to the Higgs and to the η0,
but it does not give a direct coupling to the η.1 Note that
since we are considering technifermions which are singlets
under the SM SUð3Þc, our model does not include vector-
like top-partners. The latter could serve to provide
SM fermion masses through linear mass-mixing terms
with elementary fermions, realizing the so-called partial
compositeness scenario [30].2 If, in addition to the
1It does, however, generate the coupling ηηtt¯, which leads to η
pair production via top-mediated gluon fusion. The cross section
for this process is small at the LHC with
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV, but it
becomes sizable at a 100 TeV collider, with a cross section of
about 2 fb formη ¼ 1 TeV. We checked that this process does not
represent a significant background for the analysis of topological
interactions we will perform in Sec. VI.
2Note that considering partial compositeness in minimal
composite Higgs model based on the coset SOð5Þ=SOð4Þ and
with top-partners in the spinorial representation of SO(5), the so-
called MCHM4 [31], the coupling of the Higgs to the top is the
same as in Eq. (17).
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modifications of the couplings to gauge bosons, we
consider the variation of the SM Higgs coupling to the
top dictated by (17), the ATLAS analysis in [32] gives the
bound
sinðθÞ < 0.35@95% CL: ð18Þ
Nonzero mass terms for h and η are generated by the
effective pNGB potential, which is induced by those
interactions in the underlying theory that explicitly break
the global SU(4) flavor symmetry of the technifermions. The
latter include EW gauge interactions and the effective
couplings of the pNGBs to the SM fermions, in particular
to the top quark. As a general feature of composite Higgs
models [33,34], the natural minimum of the potential occurs
either at θ ¼ 0 (driven by gauge contributions) or at θ ¼ π=2
(from the top interactions) [10]. In order to achieve the EW
symmetry breaking and a light 125 GeV Higgs, it is
necessary to operate a fine-tuned cancellation among differ-
ent terms in the potential which misalign the vacuum to
0 < sin θ ≪ 1. Thus, sin θ gives an estimate of the size of
fine-tuning in composite Higgs models. A hierarchy
between the mass of the Higgs boson and the mass of the
η, pushing the latter in the TeV range, can easily be achieved.
For example, the η can be directly coupled to SM fermions,
in particular to the top [35], and the fundamental techni-
fermions can have a nonzero mass term, as in (1). In this
case, from the minimization of the effective potential one
can havemη ≈mh= sin θ, as shown in [9,10]. Similarly, one
could expect the mass of the η0 to significantly deviate from
the rough estimate given in (5). For this reason we will not
limit our analysis to sub-TeV values of mη=η0 .
In the following, we will assume that the minimum of the
effective potential does not induce a vev for the η, thus
preventing a mixing between the η and the Higgs.3
Similarly, we will assume that explicit breaking terms
originated from higher dimensional operators in the effec-
tive theory will not generate a sizable mixing between the η
and the η0.
III. THE LARGE-N LIMIT
The potential for the pNGBs and the interactions among
composite states are calculable under the assumption of a
“weakly”-coupled composite sector. This scenario could be
realized by a large-N strong dynamics, following the ’t
Hooft argument [21]. In the case of SUðNÞ or SpðNÞ, the
mesons become asymptotically free in the limit 1=N → 0.
In fact, at large N, the coupling gρ of the mesonic
interactions scales as
gρ ≈
4πﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p : ð19Þ
Similarly, we expect that the masses of composite spin-1
resonances follow the relation
mρ ≈
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
f
fπ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
N
r
mρ0 ; ð20Þ
where mρ0 ¼ 770 MeV is the mass of the corresponding
QCD vector meson. This estimate implies the following
ratio between the mass of the spin-1 resonances and the
instanton-generated mass of the η0 given in Eq. (5):
mρ
mη0
≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
: ð21Þ
At large N, we thus expect the spin-1 composite resonances
to be considerably heavier than the η0 (and of the η,
considering that the latter is a pNGB). This will allow
us to neglect their contribution in our subsequent analysis
of topological terms.4
Considering (20), the S parameter is naively given by
[9,37]
S ≈ sin2θ

N
4π
−
1
6π
ln
mh
Λ

ð22Þ
where the last term is the infrared contribution coming from
the Higgs loop. A general and more detailed analysis is
performed in [38,39]. The results of the global electroweak
SM fit [40] gives S ¼ 0.05 0.11, which set an exclusion
at 95% C.L. on a region with large N and sin θ values. For
example, taking N ¼ 50ð30Þ, values sin θ ≳ 0.25ð0.33Þ are
excluded. The custodial invariance of the flavor symmetry
protects the model against large corrections to the T
parameter [41]. Electroweak constraints on the model are
discussed in details in [9,37].
It is important to point out that the ’t Hooft argument
applies to QCD-like dynamics and the extension of the
scaling (19) to a generic strongly interacting theory must be
considered only as a plausible guess. In our model, N
corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom associ-
ated to the underlying strong dynamics, which, in the case
of one SUð2ÞL doublet of technifermions in the represen-
tation R of GTC, is given by the dimension dðRÞ.
Theories of composite (Goldstone) Higgs at large N are
especially interesting because of the possibility of probing
at colliders the underlying strong dynamics via their
topological sector [4,5,12,15–18]. Indeed, as we show in
the following section, the WZW terms present a direct
proportionality to dðRÞ.
3The effect of this mixing is studied, e.g., in [36].
4It should be clear that we keep fixed the new decay constant,
and of course the EW scale as function of the number of new
colors.
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IV. TOPOLOGICAL SECTOR OF THE THEORY
The gauged WZW action ΓWZW can be expressed in
terms of the differential forms [5,12,42]
A ¼ Aμdxμ; dA ¼ ∂μAνdxμdxν;
dΣ ¼ ∂μΣdxμ; α ¼ dΣΣ†: ð23Þ
The full expression of ΓWZW is given in Appendix B. We
work in the unitary gauge where the pGBs πi are rotated
away from the Σ matrix and the gauge fields A are
Stueckelberg fields, see Eqs. (8) and (10).
We start by considering the interactions between one
scalar and two gauge bosons. These originate from the
following terms of the WZW action
ΓWZW ⊃ −10c
Z
Tr½ðdAAþAdAÞα
− 5c
Z
Tr½dAdΣATΣ† − dATdΣ†AΣ; ð24Þ
with c ¼ −idðRÞ=480π2. There are no anomalous cou-
plings of the Higgs to two gauge bosons arising from these
terms. Conversely, for the η and the η0 we get the following
interactions:
−
dðRÞαem cos θ sin θ
32πv
η

2
cwsw
Aμν ~Z
μν
þ c
2
w − s2w
c2ws2w
Zμν ~Z
μν þ 2
s2w
Wþμν ~W
−μν

ð25Þ
and
−
dðRÞαem sinθ
48πv
η0

3Aμν ~A
μν þ 3c
2
w− s2w
cwsw
Aμν ~Z
μν
þ 3− 6c
2
ws2w − sin2θ
2c2ws2w
Zμν ~Z
μν þ 3− sin
2θ
s2w
Wþμν ~W
−μν

: ð26Þ
Here the tensor fields are defined by Vμν ¼ ∂μVν − ∂νVμ
and ~Vμν ¼ εμνρσVρσ, with V ¼ W; Z; A. Note that differ-
ently from the effective theories described in [8,35] we do
not have an electromagnetic anomaly for the η.
The pseudoscalar interactions with three gauge bosons
originate from the following terms5:
ΓWZW ⊃ 10ic
Z
Tr½A3α − 10ic
Z
Tr½AαAΣATΣ†
þ 10ic
Z
Tr½ðdAAþAdAÞΣATΣ†; ð27Þ
and read
− i
dðRÞα3=2em sin θ
12
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
v
εμνρσ∂μη0

6 − 2sin2θ
s2w
Aν þ
6c2w − ð1þ 2c2wÞsin2θ
cws3w
Zν

Wþρ W−σ
− i
dðRÞα3=2em cos θ sin θ
4
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
v
εμνρσ∂μη

2
s2w
Aν þ
2c2w − sin2θ
cws3w
Zν

Wþρ W−σ : ð28Þ
Also in this case, no anomalous couplings for the Higgs are generated. Finally, we derive couplings between two scalars and
two gauge bosons, which arise from
ΓWZW ⊃ 5c
Z
Tr½ðAαÞ2 − 5c
Z
Tr½ΣATΣ†ðAα2 þ α2AÞ: ð29Þ
In addition, there will be contributions from the expansion of (24). We find
−
dðRÞαem cosθsin3θ
24πv2
εμνρσh∂μη0

1
c2ws2w
ZνρZσþ
1
s2w
ðWþνρW−σ þW−νρWþσ Þ

−
dðRÞαemsin3θ
16πv2
εμνρσ

4
cwsw
∂μh∂νηAρZσþh∂μ
↔
η

c2w−s2w
c2ws2w
ZνρZσþ
1
s2w
ðWþνρW−σ þW−νρWþσ Þþ
1
cwsw
ðAνρZσþZνρAσÞ

:
ð30Þ
5The last term does not contribute in the case of the coset SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ.
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It should be noted that theWZWaction does not give rise
to anomalous trilinear and quartic gauge couplings. This is
due to the fact that the minimal scenario, with the fermion
content defined in Sec. II, is free from gauge anomalies. In
the case of a different hypercharge assignment of the
fundamental technifermions, EW gauge anomalies appear
and must be cancelled by adding new fermions which are
singlets under GTC and have the appropriate hypercharge.
In this case, trilinear and quartic anomalous gauge cou-
plings stemming from ΓWZW are suppressed by the inter-
ference with the loop contributions of the new fermions.
The effects of the anomalous interactions of the
scalar resonances with the SM gauge bosons are expected
to be enhanced at high energy, eventually leading to a
breakdown of perturbative unitarity. The largest con-
straints are obtained from the dimension-five operators
in Eqs. (25) and (26), which contribute to the VV → V 0V 0
(V; V 0 ¼ W; Z; A) scattering amplitudes. From these proc-
esses one can derive an upper bound on the scale where the
effective description encoded in the perturbative expansion
of the WZW action needs to be ultraviolet completed.
Indeed, at energies
ﬃﬃˆ
s
p
≫ mη=η0 , the dominant contribution
to the scattering amplitude of gauge bosons is given by the
s-channel exchange of the scalar resonances, which in the
case of the η leads to the constraint
ﬃﬃˆ
s
p ≲mη

Γðη→WþW−Þ
mη
þΓðη→ ZZÞ
mη

−1=2
≈
800 TeV
dðRÞ sinθ ;
ð31Þ
with the expressions for the partial decay rates of the η
given in Appendix C. A similar bound is obtained from the
exchange of the η0, for which there is an additional
contribution coming from the diphoton decay rate. We
remark that the right-hand side of (31) is a conservative
estimate of the cutoff of the effective theory. In theories of
strong gauge dynamics, there is a physical scale, the
composite scale Λ, above which the effective theory is
not well defined. As pointed out earlier, the actual value of
Λ can only be computed using nonperturbative methods.
FIG. 1. Cross sections for different η=η0 production mechanisms at the 14 TeV LHC (upper panels) and at the 100 TeV FCC-pp (lower
panels). The black-dashed curve shows the VBF production resulting only from the pseudoscalar topological interaction with two gauge
bosons [Eqs. (25) and (26)]. The cross section for the η=η0 production accompanied by the Higgs or by a gauge boson derives from the
interference between processes mediated by topological interactions of the pseudoscalar with two [Eqs. (25) and (26)] and three particles
[Eqs. (28) and (30)]. We fix dðRÞ ¼ 10 and sin θ ¼ 0.25. The gray-dotted curves on the right panels indicate the production cross section
for the η0 from top-mediated gluon fusion. It assumes an η0 coupling to the tops: sin θmt=v, as resulting from a 4-fermion operator for the
top mass generation; see Eq. (17).
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V. PRODUCTION MECHANISMS FOR
THE η AND THE η0
We now discuss aspects of the η=η0 phenomenology
which will be relevant to our subsequent analysis. In
particular, we will concentrate on processes involving
η=η0 anomalous interactions as a way to uncover topologi-
cal terms at future colliders. We refer the reader to the
studies in Refs. [8,9,35,43,44] for details on the phenom-
enology of the η and η0 states.
If the η=η0 does not couple directly to fermions, the
dominant production mechanism is vector-boson-fusion
(VBF) mediated by topological interactions. The η can
also be doubly produced via VBF through the nontopo-
logical terms in Lkin, Eq. (6). We find that the cross sections
for the single and double production of these composite
states at the LHC are small (see Fig. 1) and no significant
constraints are currently placed by the LHC [44–49]. If
tree-level interactions with the top are present, the η=η0 is
dominantly produced at the LHC (and at the FCC-pp, for
masses typically lighter than 5 TeV) by top-mediated gluon
fusion, as shown in Fig. 1, and fully decays into tt¯ pairs.6
Even in this case, LHC does not yet provide significant
constraints [44,51,52]. Figure 1 shows the cross sections
for different η=η0 production mechanisms at the 14 TeV
LHC (upper panels) and at the 100 TeV FCC-pp (lower
panels), as a function of the pseudoscalar mass. We apply
minimal cuts on the transverse momenta and pseudorapid-
ities of the two final jets: pTðjÞ > 20 GeV and jηjj < 5
(6) for the LHC (FCC-pp). We fix dðRÞ ¼ 10 and
sin θ ¼ 0.25. The black-dashed curve shows the VBF
production of the η=η0 resulting only from the pseudoscalar
topological interactions with two gauge bosons [see
Eqs. (25) and (26)]. The colored continuous curves indicate
the η=η0 production accompanied by the Higgs or by a
gauge boson. These processes are mediated by topological
interactions with four bosons [Eqs. (28) and (30)], which
interfere with the terms in the WZW action involving only
three bosons [see Eqs. (25) and (26)], as shown in Fig. 2.
Our calculations show that the production cross section of
pseudoscalars accompanied by an EW gauge boson or a
Higgs at the 100 TeV collider are highly enhanced
compared to the LHC and are even larger than the cross
section for the η=η0 single production resulting from (25)
and (26).7 This enhancement is due to the derivative
coupling structure of the vertices entering in diagrams
similar to those in Fig. 2, which give the production of the
pseudoscalars associated with Higgs and gauge bosons. In
our study, we will perform a detailed analysis of the η and η0
production followed by aW at the 100 TeV FCC-pp, which
will allow us to indicate the reach on the main parameters
characterizing the underlying strong dynamics, dðRÞ
and sin θ.
VI. FCC-pp REACH ON TOPOLOGICAL
INTERACTIONS
A. The signal
We focus on the production via VBF of an η or an η0
particle accompanied by a W boson. This process is
mediated by topological interactions. Specifically, it results
from the interference between diagrams containing topo-
logical couplings with three and four bosons, as indicated
by the red dot in Fig. 2.
We consider the case where the η does not directly
couple to SM fermions while the η0 interacts with the top
quark, as resulting from the scenario where the top mass is
generated from a 4-fermion operator; see Eq. (17). The η0
thus decays dominantly to tt¯, while the η decays toWþW−,
ZZ and Zγ through the topological interactions in (25), as
shown in the Appendix C. In the case of very massive
pseudoscalars, mη=η0 ≳ 5 TeV, the 3-body decays into
gauge bosons, mediated by 3- and 4-boson topological
interactions, become relevant (see, e.g., [44]). We find that
the 3-body decay rate represents about 50% of the total
decay width of a 5 TeV η. For an η0 of 5 (10) TeV, the
branching ratio for the decay into three gauge bosons is 4
(37)%, in the case where the η0 interacts with the top as in
(17) and dðRÞ ¼ 10. Our study is focused on 2-body
decays and pseudoscalars up to 5 TeV. For heavier η=η0,
it is necessary to tailor the analysis for the dominant 3-body
decay. We leave this to a future study.
We consider the subsequent fully-hadronic decay of the η
and the η0 for masses in the range 500 GeV ≤ mη=η0 ≤
5 TeV. We apply a jet reconstruction procedure which
identifies a (mostly) single fat-jet coming from the pseu-
doscalars in the case where they directly decay either to
gauge bosons (via topological terms) or to tops. The signal
acceptance is very similar in these two scenarios. We
further consider the leptonic decay of theW. The final state
is given by
lþ njetsþ ET; n ≥ 3; l≡ e; μ; ð32Þ
where =ET indicates the transverse missing energy. We apply
the following acceptance cuts:
pTðlÞ> 300 GeV; ET > 300 GeV; pTðjÞ> 20 GeV;
jηjj< 6; jηlj< 2.5; ΔRðj− jÞ> 0.4;
ΔRðj−lÞ> 0.4; ð33Þ
with ΔRða − bÞ denoting the standard angular separation
between particles a and b. We choose a hard acceptance cut
6The gluon fusion cross section is calculated at next-to-leading
order in QCD, using the implementation given in [50].
7Notice that the cross section for η=η0 þ γ is smaller than
η=η0 þW, Z. This is in part due to the cuts applied to the photon,
pTðγÞ > 10 GeV, jηγj < 2.5, and to the suppression tan2 θw in
the η=η0γWW coupling compared to η=η0ZWW.
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on the lepton transverse momentum and on missing energy
to significantly reduce the background, while retaining the
majority of the signal events (the acceptance to the cuts is
more than 80% for the signal). We consider a pseudor-
apidity acceptance for the jets slightly larger than the one at
the LHC (jηjj < 6 compared to 5) since, as also highlighted
in recent studies for the FCC-pp [53–55], it significantly
increases the reach on VBF processes.
The signal kinematics is typical of a VBF process and is
characterized by two final forward-backward jets emitted at
high rapidity. The producedW and pseudoscalar have large
transverse momenta and their decays produce large missing
energy, a large-pT lepton and a hard pT-leading fat-jet.
Figure 3 shows angular, invariant mass, and pT distribu-
tions for the signal with the η, after the acceptance cuts.
Similar distributions are obtained for the signal with the η0
decaying to tt¯. These distributions do not depend on the
specific values of the parameters sin θ and dðRÞ, which just
control the size of the cross section.
B. The background
The main background comes from W þ jets events. The
QCD is the dominant component of this background. After
acceptance cuts, the cross section for VBF W þ jets is
about 200 fb, more than 1 order of magnitude smaller than
the QCD component. The VBF background is then reduced
to a negligible level after the selection criteria we describe
in the next section. The background kinematics and angular
distributions are indicated with dotted lines in Fig. 3.
Contributions from tt¯ and single-top are much smaller
after acceptance cuts, with cross sections, respectively, of
10 and 22 fb, and become negligible after applying the
signal selection. Likewise, we find that backgrounds from
processes with nontopological η=η0 interactions are negli-
gible. More precisely, if η=η0 interacts with the top, we can
have a relevant contribution to the final state in (32) from
the top associated production. We find that if the lepton and
the missing energy in the final state come from one of the
W’s emitted from the top, they are much softer than those in
our signal and, after the acceptance cuts, the contribution
from this process is reduced to a negligible level. On the
other hand, if the lepton and the neutrino are produced from
the η=η0 decay, they are harder and pass the acceptance cuts,
but we do not reconstruct correctly the pseudoscalar
invariant mass so that, even in this case, this background
does not affect our results. Similarly, the process where η=η0
is produced by top-mediated gluon fusion can be neglected
because its topology is completely different from that of the
signal. In fact, after the acceptance cuts in Eq. (33), we
obtain a very small (less than 10−3 fb) cross section for the
process, which becomes completely negligible after impos-
ing the angular cuts in Eq. (35). Here we assumed that the η0
is coupled to the top as in Eq. (17). Another possible
contribution to the final state in (32) comes from the η
interactions in Lkin. In fact, the η can be doubly-produced
via VBF and the lepton plus missing energy in the final
state may originate from one of the two η’s decaying into
WþW−. After the acceptance cuts, the cross section for this
process is at least 1 order of magnitude smaller than the
typical cross sections of the signal.
To summarize, we can safely neglect in the analysis the
background coming from nontopological processes involv-
ing the η=η0.
C. The search strategy
We implement the composite Higgs model introduced in
Sec. II with the WZW interactions detailed in Sec. IV in
MG5_aMC@NLO [56], using FeynRules [57]. We simulate both
the signal and background with MG5_aMC@NLO and pass the
events to PYTHIA 6.4 [58] for showering and hadronization.
In order to mimic detector effects, we also apply a Gaussian
smearing to the jet energy with8:
σðEÞ
E
¼ Cþ N
E
þ Sﬃﬃﬃ
E
p ; ð34Þ
FIG. 2. Relevant diagrams for the production via VBF of an η=η0 particle accompanied by a W boson.
8Except for the smearing of the jet energies, we do not include
systematic uncertainties in our analysis. The impact of systematic
errors at the FCC-pp has been considered in e.g., [59–61].
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where E is in GeVand C ¼ 0.025, N ¼ 1.7, S ¼ 0.58 [62].
The jet momentum is then rescaled by a factor Esmeared=E.
Jets are reconstructed with FastJet [63], applying the anti-k
(t) jet clustering algorithm [64]. In our analysis, we will
implement a simple reconstruction procedure to identify the
pseudoscalar particle using a relatively large cone size R ¼
1.5 in the jet clustering. In this way, the hadronic pseudo-
scalar decay products are collected in a single fat-jet for the
majority of signal events. The fat-jet emitted from the decay
of the pseudoscalar is the pT-leading jet, jð1Þ. Therefore,
 l  [GeV]
T
p
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0
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0.3
FCC-pp @ 100 TeV
bckg
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|j(3)η|
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0.01
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0.03
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 j(1)  [GeV] 
T
p
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000
0
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0.08
0.1
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.2
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 (j(3)-j(2))|ηΔ|
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
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0.08
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0.12
  [GeV]JetsM
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0.04
0.06
0.08
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0.12
FIG. 3. Distributions normalized to unit area for background (dotted-black curve) and signal with different η mass values of 1 (red), 2
(green) and 5 (blue) TeV. Left plots: pT of the lepton, pT of the leading jet and invariant mass of the three leading jets,MJets. Right plots:
pseudorapidity of the third-leading jet, pseudorapidity separation between the third- and the second-leading jet and between the third-
leading jet and the lepton.
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the pseudoscalar particle can be simply reconstructed by
identifying it with the highest-pT jet in the final state. To
refine the procedure, in the case where the second-leading
jet, jð2Þ, is located in the central region, jηjð2Þj < 2.5, we
reconstruct the pseudoscalar momentum by combining the
momenta of the leading and of the second-leading jets. This
improves the signal reconstruction for more massive
pseudoscalars (above 2 TeV), whose hadronic decays split
into two fat-jets for a non-negligible fraction of the events.
Figure 4 shows the invariant mass of the reconstructed η
particle for background and signal with different η mass
values, after the acceptance cuts. This simple analysis could
be refined and improved by applying jet-substructure
techniques [65].9 Our results for the FCC-pp reach are
thus a first conservative estimate.
Based on the characteristic kinematics of the signal, we
apply the following selection cuts.10 We require:
jηjð3Þj > 2; jΔηðjð3Þ − lÞj > 2; jΔηðjð3Þ − jð1ÞÞj > 2;
ð35Þ
where jð1Þ and jð3Þ denote the leading and the 3rd-leading
jet in pT . As expected from the VBF topology (see Fig. 3),
for signal events jð3Þ is typically emitted at large rapidity
and with a large rapidity separation from the lepton and
jð1Þ, which are typically located in the central region.
Furthermore, depending on the pseudoscalar mass, we
apply the cuts listed in Table I.
Finally, we apply a cut on the invariant mass of the
reconstructed pseudoscalar (Mη=η0 ):
mη=η0 ½TeV 0.5 1 2 5
Mη=η0 ½TeV ½0.48;0.54 ½0.93;1.2 ½1.9;2.2 ½4.6;5.8
ð36Þ
D. Results
In Table II, we report the cross sections for the back-
ground and the signal with an η and with an η0 at different
masses and for the reference values: sin θ ¼ 0.25 and
dðRÞ ¼ 10. We apply the same selection for the signal
with the η and with the η0. From our results we can calculate
the FCC-pp reach on our signal process as a function of
mη=η0 , sin θ and dðRÞ. The signal cross section depends
quadratically on dðRÞ while, to a very good approximation,
it is proportional to sin2 θ cos2 θ, for the process with the η,
and to sin2 θ for the η0 signal, see Eqs. (25), (26), and (28).
The statistical significance is estimated according to
NSﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
NS þ NB
p ; ð37Þ
where NS (NB) is the number of signal (background)
events. We claim a 5σ discovery when this ratio is equal
TABLE I. Selection cuts for different pseudoscalar mass values.
MJets indicates the invariant mass of the first three leading jets
in pT .
mη=η0
[TeV]
pTl
[TeV]
=ET
[TeV]
pT jð1Þ
[TeV]
MJets
[TeV] jΔηðjð3Þ − jð2ÞÞj
0.5 0.3 0.3 4 6 5
1 0.6 0.6 4 8 5
2 0.6 0.6 5 9 5
5 1.5 1.5 6 10 3
TABLE II. Cross section values (in fb) at the FCC-pp withﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 100 TeV for the background (Bckg) and the signal with an
η ðSðηÞÞ and with an η0 ðSðη0ÞÞ at different masses, after the
acceptance cuts and after the complete selection. We fix sin θ ¼
0.25 and dðRÞ ¼ 10.
mη=η0 [TeV] 0.5 1 2 5
Background
Acceptance 6.6 × 103
Final 0.056 0.040 0.017 0.0096
S (η) Acceptance 0.15 0.17 0.16 0.048
Final 0.019 0.029 0.023 0.0072
S (η0) Acceptance 0.020 0.021 0.018 0.011
Final 0.0026 0.0040 0.0023 0.0010
 [GeV]ηM
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.12 FCC-pp @ 100 TeV
bckg
1 TeV
2 TeV
5 TeV
FIG. 4. Distribution normalized to unit area of the invariant mass
of the reconstructed η particle for background (dotted-black curve)
and signal with different η mass values of 1 (red), 2 (green) and 5
(blue) TeV. The reconstruction procedure is described in the text.
9R ¼ 1.5 is the cone size value for which we obtain the best
reconstruction for the η=η0 resonances. For R < 1.5 the invariant
mass of the reconstructed η=η0 would present a significant peak in
correspondence with the W=Z mass that would spoil the
efficiency of our signal selection, especially for η=η0 masses
above 2 TeV.
10Note that the cuts implemented in this analysis are chosen
after performing a scan over several values and we choose the
ones maximizing statistical significance.
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to 5, while we obtain an estimate of the 95% C.L. exclusion
reach when it is 2.
Figure 5 shows the resulting reach of the FCC-pp on
topological interactions involving an η and an η0. We
indicate the discovery and exclusion reach for a pseudo-
scalar of 1 TeVon the plane (dðRÞ, sin θ) and the 95% C.L.
exclusion curves for different sin θ values on the plane
(mη=η0 , dðRÞ). We get promising results for the FCC-pp.
With an η of 1 TeVand a value sin θ ≈ 0.2, the FCC-pp with
3 ab−1 can test the underlying strong dynamics for dðRÞ as
small as 7, whereas a discovery can occur for dðRÞ≳ 11.
Considering the large-N estimate in (19), this corresponds
to test an effective coupling among composite resonances
gρ ≲ 5. Notice that the reach remains high even for a
heavier η, i.e., it does not decrease significantly up to
mη ≈ 5 TeV. The FCC-pp reach on the signal with the η0 is
slightly smaller due to a reduced production cross section,
as shown in Fig. 1.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have studied the phenomenology
resulting from the topological sector of a composite
Higgs theory defined in the coset SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ with
underlying fundamental fermionic matter, including new
pseudoscalar composite states. We computed the relevant
WZW anomalous interactions of the theory and found new
promising production mechanisms for the composite spin-0
states, in particular via VBF in association with aW=Z or a
Higgs boson. These processes represent the dominant η=η0
production channels at a future 100 TeV proton-proton
collider, FCC-pp. Indeed, our search strategy provides a
promising discovery channel for the η=η0 resonances. We
remark that the calculation of these processes relies on an
expansion of the WZWaction up to dimension-6 operators,
which have been neglected in previous studies.
We performed a detailed analysis for the channel
η=η0 þW, showing that this process is able to provide
direct information on the fundamental structure of the
composite Higgs theory, namely the number of degrees of
freedom characterizing the new strong sector, dðRÞ, and the
vacuum alignment angle θ. Our final results are summa-
rized in Fig. 5, where it is shown that the FCC-pp can test
the underlying gauge dynamics for dðRÞ as small as 7 (5)
and sin θ ¼ 0.2ð0.3Þ.
Our study points out the importance of new channels
with topological interactions to test strong dynamics
beyond the SM, related to the mechanism of EW symmetry
FIG. 5. Reach at a 100 TeV proton-proton collider with a luminosity of 3 ab−1.Upper panels (lower panels): results for the signal with
an η (η0). Left panels: 5σ (dashed curve) discovery and 95% C.L. exclusion (continuous line) reach for the signal with mη=η0 ¼ 1 TeV in
the plane (dðRÞ, sin θ). The shaded area is excluded by LHC Higgs data (18) if the Higgs Yukawa coupling reads as in Eq. (17). Right
panels: 95% C.L. exclusion curves for different sin θ values on the plane (mη=η0 , dðRÞ).
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breaking. We considered a minimal realization with just
two scalar resonances in addition to the composite Higgs
and without vector-like top partners. This analysis can also
be generalized to scenarios with larger cosets and particle
content.
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APPENDIX A: THE BROKEN SU(4)
GENERATORS
We report the broken generators of the SU(4) flavor
symmetry, due to the formation of a condensate with the
alignment given in Eq. (3):
Y1 ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

−sθσ1 cθσ3
cθσ3 −sθσ1

; Y2 ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

sθσ2 icθ1
−icθ1 −sθσ2

;
Y3 ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

sθσ3 cθσ1
cθσ1 sθσ3

; Y4 ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

0 σ2
σ2 0

;
Y5 ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

cθ1 −isθσ2
isθσ2 −cθ1

: ðA1Þ
We have introduced the shorthand notation: cθ ¼ cos θ
and sθ ¼ sin θ.
APPENDIX B: WESS-ZUMINO-WITTEN ACTION
For completeness, we refer the full form of the gauged
WZW action for a model with the pNGB states described
by a nonlinear Σ-model in the coset SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ [5].11
Using the notation introduced in Eq. (23), the action reads
ΓWZW ¼ c
Z
M5
Tr½α5 þ 10ic
Z
M4
Tr½Aα3− 10c
Z
M4
Tr½ðdAAþAdAÞα− 5c
Z
M4
Tr½dAdΣATΣ† − dATdΣ†AΣ
− 5c
Z
M4
Tr½ΣATΣ†ðAα2 þ α2AÞ þ 5c
Z
M4
Tr½ðAαÞ2 þ 10ic
Z
M4
Tr½A3α þ 10ic
Z
M4
Tr½ðdAAþAdAÞΣATΣ†
− 10ic
Z
M4
Tr½AαAΣATΣ† þ 10c
Z
M4
Tr½A3ΣATΣ† þ 5
2
c
Z
M4
Tr½ðAΣATΣ†Þ2; ðB1Þ
with c ¼ −idðRÞ=480π2. The first term is the usual Wess-
Zumino action [13], which is given in five-dimensional
space. The remaining terms are constructed so that they
cancel any gauge variation term by term.
APPENDIX C: DECAY RATES FOR
THE η AND THE η0
We report below the (2-body) decay rates for the η
resulting from the WZW action:
Γðη→ γZÞ¼ dðRÞ2sin2θcos2θ α
2
em
512π3v2
1
c2ws2w
m3η;
Γðη→ZZÞ¼ dðRÞ2sin2θcos2θ α
2
em
1024π3v2
ð1−2s2wÞ2
c4ws4w
m3η;
Γðη→WþW−Þ¼ dðRÞ2sin2θcos2θ α
2
em
512π3v2
1
s4w
m3η; ðC1Þ
and for the η0, from the coupling to the top in (17):
Γðη0 → tt¯Þ ¼ sin2θ 3m
2
top
8πv2
mη0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 4
m2top
m2η
s
;
Γðη0 → γγÞ ¼ dðRÞ2sin2θ α
2
em
256π3v2
m3η0 ;
Γðη0 → γZÞ ¼ dðRÞ2sin2θ α
2
em
512π3v2
ð1 − 2s2wÞ2
c2ws2w
m3η0 ;
Γðη0 → ZZÞ ¼ dðRÞ2sin2θ α
2
em
9216π3v2
×
ð3 − 6s2wc2w − sin2θÞ2
c4ws4w
m3η0 ;
Γðη0 → WþW−Þ ¼ dðRÞ2sin2θ α
2
em
4608π3v2
ð3 − sin2θÞ2
s4w
m3η0 :
ðC2Þ
For very massive pseudoscalars, mη=η0 > 5 TeV, the
3-body decays into gauge bosons mediated by 3- and
4-boson topological interactions become dominant over
the 2-body decays.
11We corrected a factor two in the normalization of the overall
coefficient c reported in [5].
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